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1. Introduction. A. Hammerstein was the first to develop a systematic

theory of nonlinear integral equations in the large ('). He proved existence

and uniqueness theorems for the equation(2)

(1.1) )'is)+ f  Kis, t)fit, yit))dt = 0
J D

in the case of a symmetric and positive definite kernel Kis, t). M. Golomb(3)

discarded the assumptions of symmetry and definiteness by somewhat

strengthening Hammerstein's hypotheses in other respects. He also treated

systems of equations.

In the present paper an attempt is made to develop the theory of exist-

ence^) of solutions of nonlinear integral equations from the point of view of

the "weak" topology in a suitable function space. More specifically the results

will be based on the following theorem.

Theorem 1.1. Let E be a reflexive Banach space and V the solid sphere

\\x\\ ^R where \\x\\ denotes the norm of the element x of E, and R is a positive

number. Let 7(x) be a scalar ithat is, a real-valued function) defined in V and

having a completely continuous Frêchet differential^) Dix, h) in every point x of

V. Then 7(x) reaches an absolute maximum and an absolute minimum in V.

Moreover the scalar

(1.2) iix) = \\x\\2/2 + /(x)

reaches an absolute minimum in  V.

This theorem was proved in a former paper [9, Theorems 4.1 and 4.2]

by combining a well known theorem by Alaoglu [l, Theorem 1.3] with the

Presented to the Society, April 17, 1948; received by the editors February 17, 1948.

(') [<>]. The ramification theory of E. Schmidt [ll] deals with problems in the small.

(Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.)

(2) D is a domain in the Euclidean »"-space, and s, t denote points in D.

(3) [■$], [4]. Golomb was also the first to derive existence theorems for nonlinear integral

equations by the use of extrema of certain functionals in abstract spaces [3, §§6, 7], a method

systematically used in the present paper.

(4) Questions of uniqueness are not treated in this paper.

(6) For the definition of complete continuity of Dix, h) see [9, Definition 3.1 ].
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fact [9, Theorem 3.2] that the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 imply the "weak"

continuity of J(x).

In the present treatment two scalars *(x), ¿*(x) of the form (1.2) will play

a central role (Definition 3.1). They will be referred to as "Hammerstein

scalars" since they are essentially an extension of the double integral

(1.3)

— \     \    Kis, t)xis)xit)dsdt + I   F[t,   f Kit, s)xis)ds)dt,
2 J dJ d J d    \    J d /

Fit, y) = f fit, u)du
J 0

with which Hammerstein dealt repeated 1 y(6). He proved (under certain con-

ditions) the existence of a y it) minimizing (1.3) in case of a symmetric and

positive definite kernel Kis, t). Without any assumptions concerning definite-

ness or symmetry it will be shown in the present paper that the scalars 7(x),

7*(x) (Definition 3.1) satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 (see Theorem

3.2) which implies immediately the existence of a maximum and minimum

for 7(x), I*ix) and of a minimum for *(x), ¿*(x) in any sphere V (Theorem

3.3).
So far nothing prevents the points x in which these extrema are taken

from being on the boundary of V. If however one adds the generalized Ham-

merstein condition (3.38), an easy estimate shows that for a large enough V

the minimum of î(x) can not be taken on the boundary. Thus the existence

of a minimum taken in an interior point of V is proved (Theorem 3.4).

In such a point x the Fréchet differential ¿(x, h) of ¿(x) must be zero for

all h. Therefore the Theorem 4.1 concerning the existence of a solution of the

nonlinear integral equation system (4.6) follows nearly immediately since—

speaking crudely—the differential dix, h) can be written as a scalar product

(cf. (4.7)) one factor of which is an "arbitrary" function &*(/) (corresponding

to the arbitrary element h) and the other factor is the left member of the equa-

tions (4.6). In the special case of symmetric and definite kernels Theorem 4.1

yields immediately the Theorem 4.2, a theorem proved first by Golomb [4,

§1 ] under somewhat stricter hypotheses. Specialized to the case of one equa-

tion Theorem 4.2 contains the theorem about existence given by Hammerstein

in [ô](7) as will be shown in §5.

The generalizations by M. Golomb to the nonsymmetric case referred to

in the first paragraph of this section deal with systems (4.9) without the as-

sumptions of symmetry and definiteness (and also without the assumption

(3.4) about the/t's). The generalization to the nonsymmetric case treated in

(6) [5] and [6, §6]. In case that K(s, t) is a Green's function (1.3) is the Dirichlet integral

connected with the corresponding boundary value problem, cf. [6, p. 126].

(7) The theorems of  [6] concerned only with existence problems for integral equations

are the theorems 1, 2, 3 of which 3 is a consequence of Theorem 2.
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the present paper, that is, the generalization from Theorem 4.2 to Theorem

4.1, goes in another direction ; it is of the same type as the generalization of the

theory of the eigenfunctions of a linear integral equation with symmetric

kernel to the Erhard Schmidt theory of the pairs of eigenfunctions of an

unsymmetric kernel [10, §§13-17]. This latter theory is extensively used in

the present paper, especially in §2.

2. The auxiliary mappings <ï> and <£*. Let Er be the r-dimensional Eu-

clidean space and let s, t denote points of ET. It is customary to call a kernel

Kis, t) admissible(8) if its eventual singularities are such that the ordinary

theory of linear integral equations still holds. To make this somewhat loose

terminology more precise we define for the purpose of this paper:

Definition 2.1. Domains D of Er and kernels Kis, t) defined for s, t in

D are called admissible if they satisfy the conditions enumerated in [10,

§17].
Let then D be an admissible domain and Kis, t) an admissible kernel in

D. We shall use a complete system of pairs of eigenfunctions 4>pis), 4>*is) and

eigenvalues \p associated with Kis, t). This system first introduced by E.

Schmidt(9) has the following properties: the functions (pPis), (p*is) are an at

most countable(10) system of normed functions for which

W«) =  f Kis, t)(¡,*it)dt,        \p(b*is) =  f Kit, s)4>„it)dt,
J D J D

(2.1)

f (¡>„it)(t>ait)dt =  f <pP*it)4>*it)dt = 0.
J D J D

The eigenvalues Xp satisfy the inequalities

(2.2) Y,K=  f   f K\s,t)dsdt
p J dJ D

and

(2.3) Xi â X2 è A3 è • • • > 0; lim A„ = 0.

p 9a (T.

p—.00

(8) "Brauchbar unstetig."

(9) [10, §§14, 15]. It should be noted that the terminology of the present paper differs

from the one used by Schmidt and also by Hammerstein in that the eigenvalues \p are replaced

by 1/XP.

(10) In what follows the letter p will always denote an arbitrary positive integer if there

are infinitely many eigenfunctions and an integer between 1 and N if there are only a finite

number Ar of eigenfunctions. Correspondingly the symbol £p stands for 2"Zi>= i m the nrst case,

and for 5Zp=i >n the second. In this latter case the symbol (xi, x¡, ■ ■ ■ ) is to mean

(xi, X2, ■ ■ • , xn) such that in the following definition 2.2, H—H\ is a finite-dimensional space.

We shall not in each instance indicate the simplifications possible (like omission of convergence

proofs) or the obvious modifications of the proofs necessary in the finite case.
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Definition 2.2. The Hubert spaces H and Hi are defined in the following

way: H is the space of all sequences x = (xi, x2, • • • ) of real numbers for

which

(2.4) 53 Kxl < œ
p

with the scalar product (x, y) of x with y = (y1( y2, ■ • ■ ) and the norm ||x|| of

x defined by

(2.5) (x, y).m £ Xpxpyp; ||*|| = + (*. *)1/2(n)-

p

Hi is the subspace of //consisting of those xCH ior which

(2.6) 12 xp < ».
p

Definition 2.3. L2 is the Hubert space of those functions yit) defined in

D tor which Jßy^iOdt < » where the integral is taken in the sense of Lebesgue.

N is the subspace of those functions nit) oí Li which are characterized by each

of the following two equivalent conditions

(2.7) f nit)Kit, s)dt = 0, f  nit)(t>Pit)dt = 0 for all p(12).
J D J D

M is the orthogonal complement to N in¿2, that is, the space spanned by the

(p„is). The spaces obtained by substituting (p*is) forças) and Kis, t) ior Kit, s)

in the definitions of N and M are called N* and M* respectively.

It follows easily from these definitions together with the Fischer-Riesz

theorem that to each y = (ti, yi, ■ ■ ■ ) (ZHi there exists a uniquely determined

yit) CM and a uniquely determined y* it) CAÍ* such that for all p

(2.8) yP=  f  yit)*,it)dt, £ y\- \\yit)\\\
J D p

(2.8*) y„ =  f  y*it)**it)dt, £y* - WfiOt-
J D p

Definition 2.4. The obviously linear mappings which map the point y of

Hi into yit)QM and y*it)CM* according to (2.8) and (2.8*) are called $,.

and $ * respectively. $2 is the mapping which maps the point x = (xi, x2, • • • )

CH into the point y= (yi, yi, ■ ■ ■ ) of Hi with

(2.9) y, = X,x,(»).

(n) It follows easil5- from (2.4) and the Schwarz inequality that the sum defining (*, y)

converges absolutely.

(12) For the equivalence of the two conditions see [10, §16].

(13) That yCHi follows from (2.3) and (2.4) since X^ = T,pKxl = x¡ Y.p^p4<°° ■
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Finally the mappings 3> and <ï>* are defined as the obviously linear mappings

$(:<•) = cp1(d>2(x)) and 4>* (x) = <f>,*(<ï>2(x)). For fixed x the two functions y it) = 0(x),

y*(/) =<£*(x) are said to be conjugate.

Lemma 2.1. The mappings (p and (p* are bounded with the bound Xj/2.

Proof.

\\<pix)\\2 = f  y\t)dt  = £ y\ = £ \x\ = Xi Z Xp*î = Xi||*l|2.
^ r> p p p

and for x = (xi, 0, 0, • • • ) we have the equality sign. The proof for $* is

analogous.

Lemma 2.2. The mappings $ and 4>* are completely continuous.

Proof. By Lemma 2.1 the mappings are continuous. To prove the com-

plete continuity of <i> it will be sufficient [7, Lemma 5.2] to show: if V is

the sphere ||x|| =^R there exists to each positive e a finite-dimensional subspace

L oí L2 and a mapping $(x) such that for xC V

(i) *(*)CZ,_
(ii)  ||*(*)-*(*)||<e.

To construct such an L and <p we choose an integer N such that Ajv+i<é2/í?2

which is possible because of (2.3). We define L as the subspace of Z,2 spanned

by (piis), • • • , (¡>nÍs) and set 4>(x) = ¿3*-i ^.Xi(piis). Then <?(x)C-7 and

||*(x) — 4>(x)||   =   X)   x¿x> = x«-+i £   ^íXí á Xjv+i||x||   ^ \n+iR
i=*lf+l i-iV+l

which because of the choice of N proves (ii). The proof for 4>* is analogous.

Lemma 2.3. For xCH, let yit) =3>(x), y*Q) =<i>*(x) and x(¿) = 3>i(x), x*(¿)

- $i»(*). TÄe«

(2.10) y(í) =   f £(*, í)**(í)<fc, y*(/) =   f  £(s, t)xis)ds.
J D J D

Proof. By (2.9), (2.8*), by the definition of $ and by (2.1) we obtain

yp = \pxp = \p Í  x*is)4>*is)ds =  f  x*($) f A(i, s)<p„it)dtds
J D J D J D

=  f *p(0{  f A(/, 5)x*(s)ás|<i/.

This shows that like yit) =4>(x) the function
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Sit) - f Kit, s)x*is)ds
J D

satisfies the equations (2.8). Therefore we shall have proved yit) = yit), that

is, the first equation (2.10), once we have shown that both functions are in

the subspace M oí Z,2. But y it) CM by definition, and that also y it) CAÍ is

seen immediately from the fact that by the Schmidt expansion theorem [10,

p. 465] this function can be developed according to the eigenfunctions 4>Pis).

This proves the first equation (2.10) and the second one is proved corre-

spondingly.

3. The Hammerstein scalars ¿(x) and ¿*(x). Let D0 be an admissible

domain of the r-dimensional Euclidean space ET, and Kais, t) ii, j

= 1, 2, • ■ • , n) n admissible kernels in D0. We choose a point d0 in Er of the

following property: if Di denotes the domain of all points(14) s+ido where 5

ranges over Do, then the domains D0, D\, • ■ ■ , Dn~i are mutually disjoint.

The union D of these domains is an admissible domain and by setting

Kis, t) = Ki+i,i+iis — ido, t — jdo)    for    sCft, t C Dj

ii,j = 0, 1, • ■ • , n - 1)

we obtain an admissible kernel in D. Correspondingly, for any ordered «-tuple

of functions yiis), y2(i), • • • , ynis) with domain D0, we define a function

yis) with domain D by setting

(3.2) yis) = yi+iis - ido)    for    $CA (* = 0, 1, • • • , n - 1).

Conversely, a given function yis) with domain D defines by (3.2) uniquely

an ordered «-tuple of functions yiis), y2(i), • ■ • , ynis) with domain Do-

The two «-tuples yiis), • • ■ , ynis), and y*is), • ■ ■ , y*is) are called con-

jugate if the corresponding functions yis), y*is) are conjugate (see Definition

2.4).
We identify the domain D and the kernel Kis, t) just defined with the

domain D and the kernel Kis, t) of §2. For later use we note the following

inequality: if h = ihi, hi, ■ • ■ ) is an element of the space H (Definition 2.2)

and if ¿(j)=$(A) (Definition 2.4), then

Í3.3)       f   k)it)dt^Y,Ç   k\it)dt = ||¿(/)||2 = Xi||â||2      ij = 1, 2, • • • , n).

Indeed one sees easily from (3.2) that

¿ r k\it)dt = c k\s)ds = {¡mW2
i=oJ .Do "   D

which on account of Lemma 2.1 proves Í3.3).

(") s+t denotes the point of Er whose coordinates are the sum of the coordinates of i and Í.
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Let now/i(i, Ui, m2, • • • , un) (¿=1,2, • • • , n) be n functions defined and

continuous in all points of the product space whose points are the pairs (/, U)

where t denotes a point of D0 and U the point with coordinates ux, m2, • • • , un

of the Euclidean «-space En. We suppose that >!?_, fidui is a total differential,

in other words that the line integral

/,U     nZ fiit,  Ml,  «J,  •   •  •   ,  Un)dUi
0      t=l

is a function of t and U alone.

We then define the Hammerstein scalars ¿(x) and ¿*(x) in the following

way:

Definition 3.1. Let x be an arbitrary point of the space H (Definition

2.2). Let y(i) =*(*), y*(/) =$*(x) (Definition 2.4), and let, for each tCD0,

Yit), Y*it) be those points of En whose coordinates are the values of the

«-tuples of functions yiit), y tit) (¿=1, 2, • • • , «) associated with the func-

tions yit), y*it) respectively by means of the rule (3.2). We then set

T^ - f FV' Y^dt'      J*(*)= f FV' F*WK
(3.5) J D0 J D0

»*(*) = ||x||2/2 + Iix), i*ix) = \\x\\2/2 + I*ix).

The integrals (3.5) will certainly exist under the conditions of Theorem 3.1.

This is obvious for condition (B) ; for condition (A) it follows from Lemma 3.1.

Theorem 3.1. Let the functions fiit, Wi, w2, • • • , un) satisfy the conditions

slated above and let the kernels Kais, t) (¿,7 = 1,2, • • • , «) be admissible in the

domain DB. Let yit), y*it), y .it), y*it) have the same meaning as in Definition

3.1. Finally let the functions k.it), ktit) be derived from the element h of H in the

same way as the functions y .it), y tit) are derived from the element x of H.

then:

ii) in order that Iix) have a continuous^) Fréchet differential Dix, h) given

by

(3.6) D(x, A) = ¿ f   hit)fiit, yiit), ■ ■ ■ , ynit))dt
«~1 J D0

each of the following two conditions (A) and (B) is sufficient:

(A) there exists a constant C independent of s such that

(16) The terms continuity, complete continuity applied to D(x, h) are meant in the sense of

the definitions given in [9, §3], that is, D{x, h) is considered as a mapping which maps the

point xCH into the point lz(h) =D(x, h) of the space H* conjugate to H, and the terms con-

tinuity, complete continuity refer to the corresponding properties of this mapping. The cor-

responding remark holds for D*{x, h).
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2,  ,       .   „2

(3.7) £ Kïpis) = C for ail s C 7>o(16)-
p

(B) there exist constants a and b, both independent of s and the Ui, such that

for all sCDo and all w¡(— °o <u.< + «j ; ¿=1, 2, • • -, «),

(3.8) | fiis, Ui, Ui, ■ • • , un)\ < a + ¿( | «i | + | «21 + • • • + | «„ | ).

(ii) ¿m order that 7*(x) have a continuous Fréchet differential D*ix, h) given

by

(3.6*) Z>*(x, h) = ¿ f   **(/)/,-(*, yi*W, • • • , ¡tffflj*
t=W D0

eac/í o/ /Ae conditions (A*) a«¿ (B) ¿5 sufficient where (A*) ¿5 obtained by sub-

stituting 4>p*is) for 4>Pis) in the condition (A).

Proof. It will be sufficient to prove (i). Because of the condition (3.4) and

the linearity of the mapping $ we have

<    I Hfiit, «1-  »2,  •  •  •   , Un)duAdt
d0 \J r(i) i-i /

(3.9)

Do

= f    f   T, Ht)fiit, yiit) + dkiit), ■■■ , ynit)
J  D0 J 0     i=l

+ dknit))dddt

where F(i) has the same meaning as in Definition 3.1 and correspondingly

Kit) denotes the point of En with coordinates hit), ■ ■ ■ , knit). If T>(x, h)

is given by (3.6) and if

Rix, h, 9) = f    ¿ Ht) {Ml, yiit) + Okiit), ■ ■ ■ , ynit) + «*,(/)
(3.10) J d0 i-i

-/<(<, >'iW. • ■ • , yw(Ó)l*.
the use of the mean value theorem of the integral calculus shows that (3.9)

may be written in the form

(3.11) Iix + h) - Iix) = Dix, h) + Rix, h, 6*)

for some 8* between 0 and 1. Clearly the theorem will be proved if we can

show: to given positive e there exists a positive number h0 such that

(3.12) | Rix, h,6)\< f\\h\\

(le) Obviously (A) will be satisfied whenever the so-called bilinear series 2Zp V¿>p(s)0pW

converges uniformly. A number of sufficient conditions for this to be the case are known in

the case of a symmetric kernel K(s, t). If K(s, t) is positive definite and symmetric it will be

shown in §5 that (A) is certainly satisfied whenever K(s, t) is in addition bounded and admis-

sible.
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provided that the real number 8 and the element h of 77 satisfy the inequalities

(3.13) 0 = 6 = 1,        || A|| = ho.

We take up first the case that assumption (A) is satisfied and state the

following lemma.

Lemma 3.1. Under the assumption (A) the function y(í)=í>(x) iDefinition

2.4) is a continuous function of t. Moreover

(3.14) |y«)| = ||*||-C.

Proof. Let x = (.v1( x%, ■ ■ • ) and yp=\pxp. It is easily seen from the defini-

tion of the mapping $ that if the sum

(3.15) Z^pM
p

converges uniformly in 7>0 then this sum will be yit), and then yit) will be of

course continuous. To prove the uniform convergence of (3.15) we note that

for any two integers p <q by virtue of the Schwarz inequality and the assump-

tion (A)

E ?.**(«)   = Zl y**i(s)\ = Zl Ais^í»!
l=sjj i=p t=»p

(q A1'2 /   9 9     \1/2 /   ö A1'2

Because of (2.4) this proves the uniform convergence of the sum (3.15). At the

same time since this sum equals yit) we obtain also (3.14) from (2.5) and

(3.16) by letting p=l and q approach  ».

We continue with the proof of (3.12) and denote for any measurable subset

e of Do the measure of e by pie). Since the functions /,•(/) are continuous,

there exists to the given € an 770 >0 such that

\fiit, yiit) + *i, • • •, ynit) + vn) - fiit, yiit), ■ ■ ■ , y„(0 | <     .*   v
(3.17) 1lCfi(Do)

for \r)j\ < no it, j = 1, 2, ■ ■ • . »).

Since on the other hand by Lemma 3.1 |¿¿(/)| ¿C||A||, we have for 0 — 8—1

I Obit) I = I kiit) I g C||A|| è vo for || A|| g -no/C.

Using this we see easily from (3.10) and (3.17) that (3.12) is true if only

(3.13) is satisfied with ho = r¡o/C. This finishes the proof of Theorem 3.1 in

case of the assumption (A).

We turn now to the more complicated case of assumption (B) and prove
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first the following lemma.

Lemma 3.2. Let y.it) and kiit) have the same meaning as in the statement of

Theorem 3.1. Let e be a measurable subset of D0 and as usual let pie) be the

measure of e. Under the assumption (B) we have then for 0 = 8 — 1 :

Z f kiit){fiit, yi + ekiit), ■ ■■ , ynit) + eut))
I   i=lJ  e

(3.18) -fiit, yiit),--- ,y„it))]dt

= Uaißie))1'2 + 20¿í   f y)it)dt\     + b-n\?\\h\\[ -n\T\\h\\.

Proof. By the use of the Schwarz inequality and of the assumption (B)

we see that the left member of (3.18) is not greater than

Z f | kiit) | {2ö + 2b- ZI y A*) I + 6b ZI *,-(/) |1 dt
i=\J t V )-l j=l '

= 2aZißie)yi2(f k2iit)dt\   '

+ ut,È(f y*(t)dt\   (f k*it)dt\

bHif k]it)dt\    (jk)it)dt\    .+

Since by (3.3)

" /  r   t      \i/2        n / r     o       \i/2

Z(J ¿m)   ie(J *!»*) =«aî/2||a||,

(3.18) follows.

We resume the proof of (3.12). Let e>0 be given and

(3.19) a= Z f   yh)dt.
i=lJ Dj

Since

f yfa)dt

tends to zero as pie) approaches zero, there exists a /üi>0 such that
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(3.20) Z j yh)dt < - (j£^)" if pie) = ¡Si.

We set

(3-21) * - *** {*• iiïhù)

and

(3.22) M = 2ia/piY'2.

We now split 7>0 into D0 = e' + e" such that

A   ..Ai> iM/2)2 for t Ce',

(3-23) lyÁt)UiM/2)2 iortCe".

Then by (3.19)

PÍe')iM/2)2 á ¿ f y!(í)¿¿ = «;
t=l»/  e'

therefore by (3.22)

(3.24) Pie') è Pi,

and by (3.20) with e = e'

(3-25) Z f   ̂ )^á^-(^-)2-i=iJ e' Xi \18mo/

We now write

(3.26) Rix, h, 6) = R'+ R"

where R' and R" are the integrals with the integrand of (3.10) extended over

e' and e" respectively. Applying Lemma 3.2 with e = e' we obtain from (3.18),

(3.24), (3.21) and (3.25)

\K\& {2e/9 + ô»2Xi||A||}||A||,

that is, we shall have

(3.27) \R'\ = «Il ¿11/3

if only

(3.28) ||A|| < —-— = Ao'.~ 9ô«2Xi

To estimate R" we note that in e" the y¿(/) are bounded by M/2. Since

the fiit, Ui ■ - • un) are uniformly continuous if the m.'s are bounded it fol-
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lows that there exists an no>0 independent of t such that for t<e"

I fiit, yiit) + in, • • • , ynit) + vn) - fit, yiit), ■■■ , ynit)) |

(3.29) e

< l~r.     /r. win (* = L 2, • • • , n)3«(Xi/i(Z>o))1/2

if

(3.30) | „| <,,„ ij = 1, 2, • • ■ ,«).

We now write e" = e\'+e'.f where e[' and e2' are such that

(3.31) ±Ut)\^Í ÍOltCei'
¿=i (^ no iortCei'.

Correspondingly we write

(3.32) R" = RI' + Ri'

where R[' and i?2' are the integrals with the integrand of (3.10) extended

over e[' and e2' respectively.

We estimate first R{'. If we set n3 = 8kiit) with 0^0=1 the inequality

(3.30) is satisfied for tCe{' and we obtain from (3.29) and (3.10)

1 '       3ni\ipiDo)Y'2'tiJ¿-   '     Wl

^d¿(/ír ùtàfww*.
(l/2

3w(Xim(

Since e/' CD0 we see from (3.3) that a fortiori

(3.33) | Ri' | ^ ||*||«/3.

It remains to estimate Ri'. From (3.31) and Í3.3) we see that

VoPieí') Ú Z f      *î(/)<0 ̂ X:||A||2,
(3.34) ¿=iJ «;'

II      II2 2
/iW) ^ ||A|| A1A0,

and from (3.23) since el' Ce"

(3.35) f     ylit)dl á (M/2)2M(e2") ̂ X,(||A¡|lf/2„0)\

Applying Lemma 3.2 with e = ei' we obtain easily from (3.18), (3.34) and

(3.35)

I Rí' I ¿ i2a/-no + bMii/na + è«)Ai||A||2
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that is,

(3.36) | Ri' | < ||A||e/3

if only

(3.37) \\h\\ =-—--=Ao".
3Xi(2a + bMn + bnrjo)

Since Rix, h, 0)£\R'\+\R{'\+\R2"¡ we see by adding (3.27), Í3.33) and
(3.37) that (3.12) is true whenever (3.13) is satisfied with A0 = min (A0', h'0')

where A0', hi' are defined in (3.28), (3.37) respectively.

Theorem 3.2. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 3.1 the dif-

ferentials Dix, A) and 7)*(x, h) are completely continuous(ir).

Proof. The mapping which maps the point x of the space 77 into the point

Ixih) = 7>(x, A) of the space 77* of linear functionals ¿(A) is the product of the

mapping <i> which maps xC77 into y(/)C¿2 and the mapping which maps

yit) into Ixih) =7>(x, A) given by (3.6). The latter is continuous as an examina-

tion of the proof of Theorem 3.1 immediately shows, and the mapping $ ¡s

completely continuous by Lemma 2.2. The product mapping is therefore

completely continuous which proves the theorem for the differential 7>(x, A).

The proof for 7)*(x, A) is analogous.

Theorem 3.3. Let Vr denote the sphere ||x|| ¿R of the space II. Under the

assumptions of Theorem 3.1 the scalars Iix) and 7*(x) iDefinition 3.1) take a

maximum and a minimum in Vr. The Hammer stein scalars ¿(x) and ¿*(x)

take a minimum in VR.

Proof. Because of the Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 the assertion is an immediate

consequence of Theorem 1.1 since 77 is a reflexive Banach space.

Theorem 3.4. 7» addition to the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 we suppose

that

(3.38) Fit, U) =-¿«Î-Ci
2  ¿_i

where Fit, U) is the function defined in (3.4) and where Ci and k are constants,

the latter subject to the condition

(3.39) 0 S k < 1/Xi.

TTze« there exists an Ra such that for R>R0 the Hammerstein scalars iix), ¿*(x)

take a minimum in an interior point of the sphere Vr.

Proof. We prove the theorem for ¿(x). Since by Theorem 3.3 a minimum

(") Cf. footnote 15.
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is taken in any sphere  Vr, we have only to prove that for large enough 7^

the minimum cannot be taken on the boundary of Vr. In fact we shall show: if

y.«) ¿mtm+c*M
1 - AX!

then

(3.41) ¿(se) > ¿(0) for ||x|| > R0.

We have indeed from (3.4), (3.5) and (3.38)

/rk -A   2 1 k _   j- Z ytit) + Ci \dt = - — Z Vp - CipiDo)
d0 L 2  ¿=i J 2    p

k    —,      2    2 k ^^ 2
=- ¿^ A,*, - CipiDo) è-Xi ¿^ XpX,, — CipiDo).

*    p ^        p

Therefore by (2.5)

¿(x) = ||x||2/2 + 7(x) = (||x||V2)(l - AXi) - CiM(7>o).

Since 1 — AAi>0 by (3.39), we obtain

¿(x) > ico(l - AXi)/2 - CipiDo) for ||x|| > R0.

Substituting the value (3.40) of R20 yields (3.41) since 7(0) =¿(0).

4. Application to nonlinear integral equations.

Lemma 4.1. If h is an element of the subspace Hi of 77 iDefinition 2.2) and

if hit) =3>i(A), A*(i) =<7>*(A) iDefinition 2.4), then the differentials Dix, A) and

7J>*(x, A) o/ Theorem 3.1 may be written in the form

(4.1) Dix, k) = f    Z *f« (Í    Ê Knit, s)fiit, yiit), ■■■ , ynit))dt\ds,
J D0   i=l W  Do   ¿=1 /

(4.2) D*ix, A) = f   Z AX«) Í f   Z *«(*, 0/<(*. yi*(i), • • • , y.*«))*} ds.
J D0   j'-l W  D0   ¿-1 /

Proof. From (3.1), (3.2) and Lemma 2.3 we obtain easily

/> 71

Z Knit, s)k,*is)ds        (»= 1, 2, •• • ,«).
D0   )=1

Substituting this expression for kiit) in the Definition (3.6) of 7>(x, h) yields

(4.1) ; (4.2) is proved similarly.

Lemma 4.2. Let x = (xi, x2, • • ■ ) and A = (Ai, A2, • • • )be arbitrary elements of

77, and y = (AiXi, A2x2, • • • ). Let yit) = $i(y) = <f>(x) a«d y*(/) =i>1*(y) =$*(x).
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Finally set

1   v-        2        l  II   II*
(4.3) 7i(x) = — 2-( ApXp = — ||x||  .

Z     p z

FAe« 7i(x) has a Frêchet differential 7>i(x, A) g¿z>ew ¿>y

(4.4) £»!(x, A) = ZApxA.
p

7/, especially, hCHi, the differential 7>i(x, A) way ta written as

(4.5) ZM*, A) = Z f y<(*)*K*)A = Z f y?(sW(s)ds
i=lJ D„ i-lJ d0

where A(s) =<ï>i(A), h*is)=(p*ih) and where the n-tuples yjis), y*(s), A;(s),

Af(^) are associated with the functions yis), y*is), his), h*is) respectively by

means of the rule (3.2).

Proof. (4.4) follows from the identity

I iix + A) - 7i(x) = Z ApXpAp + — INI2.
p ^

Moreover we obtain from (4.4), (2.8) and (3.2)

Diix, A) = Z Kyp =  f  Ht)yit)dt = Z f   hiit)yiit)dt
p J D i=lJ D0

which is the first part of (4.5). The second part follows the same way.

Theorem 4.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.4 the following two sys-

tems of nonlinear integral equations for the conjugate n-tuples isee Definition

2.4 and the end of the first paragraph of §3) y ¡is), y fis) and yjis), y*is)

ij=l, 2, - ■ • , n) have at least one solution

/, nZ Knit, s)fiit, yiit), •■■ , ynit))dt = 0,
Do  t'=l

S As) + f    Z Kais, t)fiit, ytit), ■-■ , y*it))dt = 0.
J D0   i=l

(4.6)

Do

Proof. By Theorem 3.4 the scalar ¿(x) = ||x||2/2 + 7(x) takes a minimum

in some interior point of the sphere Vr if R is large enough. In such a point

x the Fréchet differential 7>i(x, A)+7>(x, A) of ¿(x) must be zero forallAC77(18).

We apply this especially to elements A of the subspace 77i of 77. For such h

we may use Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 and write the equation 7J>i(x, A) +T>(x, A) =0

(18) That the Fréchet differential of a scalar must vanish in an interior extremum point is

easy to see. For a proof see, for example, [8, Lemma 2.4 and remark to Lemma 2.4].
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in the form

(4.7) f    Z h?is) \ y-ris) + f    Z Kuit, s)Uit, y,(i), • • • , ynit))dt\ ds = 0,
J Do   j'=l L J Do   i=l J

where y¡is), y?is) are the «-tuples of functions associated with y(s)=<I?(x),

y*(s) =$>*(x) respectively by the rule (3.2). We set for a moment fiit)

—fiit, yiit), • • • , Vnit)). By the use of (3.1), (3.2) equation (4.7) may then

be written in the form

(4.8) f  h*is) \y*is) + f Kit, s)fit)dt\ ds = 0.

This shows that [ ] is orthogonal to A*(s) = <ï>i*(A) for all hCHx, therefore

especially to all <?V(s)(19). Since these functions span M* we can conclude

] =0 once we know that [ ]CM*. But this is true since y*is) CM* by defi-

nition and since the integral in [ ] can be expanded according to the </>p*(s)

by the Schmidt expansion theorem [10, p. 465]. This shows that the first set

of equations (4.6) is satisfied since the left member of these equations is the

expression [ ]. The validity of the second set of (4.6) is proved correspond-

ingly.

We consider now the symmetric and positive definite case. The system

(4.9) yiis) + f    Z Kais, t)fiit, yiit), ■■■ , ynit))dt = 0    ij = 1,2, ■■-, n)
J Do  <-l

is called symmetric if the kernel Kis, t) defined by (3.1) is symmetric; it is

called positive definite if Kis, t) is positive definite(20).

Theorem 4.2. If the symmetric and positive definite system (4.9) satisfies

the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 then it admits at least one solution.

Proof. This theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1 since

in the symmetric and positive definite case(21) we may assume (p„is) =<pp*is),

yis)=y*is), yÁs)=y?is).
5. Concluding remarks. As stated in the introduction, Theorem 4.2 was

first proved by Golomb under somewhat stronger assumptions(22). If special-

(19) Obviously $*(h) —<ti*p(s) if h is the element of Hi whose components are all zero except

for the pth one which is 1.

(20) As is verified immediately from (3.1) this is equivalent to saying that (4.9) is

symmetric if Ka(t, s)=Ka(s, t), and positive definite if for all continuous y¡(s),

Lî-i E;=i JdJd, Kh(s, l)yi{s)yi{t)dsdfZ0. Cf. [4, p. 54, 55].
(21) Symmetry alone is not sufficient for ij>p(s) =<j>p(s).

i22) His Theorem 1 in [4] requires in addition to the assumptions of the present paper con-

tinuity of the kernels Ka(s, t) and differentiability of the/,'s. Golomb notices that these condi-

tions are not sufficient to assure uniqueness; by adding a new condition he obtains also unique-

ness results.
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ized to the case of one single equation the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 are

exactly those of Hammerstein [6, Theorems 1 and 2] with the following ex-

ception: the assumption (3.7) of the present paper takes the place of Hammer-

stein's assumption [6, Theorem l] of an admissible and bounded kernel.

Therefore to show that Theorem 4.2 actually contains the Hammerstein

results we have to prove the following lemma.

Lemma 5.1. Let the symmetric and positive definite kernel Kis, t) be admis-

sible and bounded in the admissible domain D. Then the assumption (A) ithat

is, (3.7)) is satisfied^23).

Proof. Let

(5.1) | Kis, t)\ =" C2

and set

n

Knis,  t)   =   Z \i<t>iis)(t>iit)
i-1

where as always the </>¡(s) are the eigenfunctions of Kis, t). Then Kis, t)

— Knis, t) is positive definite (cf. [2, chap. 3, §4.2]) and therefore by (5.1)

f   f Knis, t)yis)yit)dsdt = f   f Kis, t)yis)yit)dsdt
JdJd J dJ D

iLy(s)dsï
(5.2)

for all non-negative yis). To prove (3.7) it will be sufficient to show that

Knis, s) = C2

for all n. If this inequality were wrong we would have Knis0, So) > C2 for some

5o, ». Let then C be such that for such s0, «

(5.3) Kniso, so) > C2 > O.

Since K„is, t) is continuous we shall have K„is, t) ^ C2 for all points s, t of D

in a small enough spherical neighborhood U of s0. Let now yis) be a continu-

ous function which is zero outside U, non-negative in U and not identically

zero. Then by (5.2)

C2|   f  yis)ds\    è  f   f Knis, t)yis)yit)dsdt = C2|   f  yit)dt\

which implies C2 — C2 in contradiction to (5.3).

(23) In the case of a continuous kernel this would be an immediate consequence of Mercer's

theorem.
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